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Office of the Superintendent 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Carole Geary 

Introduction 

During the 2015-2016 school year, the Office of the Superintendent continued in its efforts to 

provide our students and community with a highly effective and cost-efficient educational system. 

Possessing a School Board that is dedicated to providing educational opportunities that develop 

competent, competitive, and well-rounded students, along with an outstanding administrative, 

professional and support staff, our school district benefits from a team approach to delivering a top-

quality education to our students in a fiscally responsible manner. As Superintendent, I am fortunate to 

have the opportunity to work with such highly dedicated and talented people. 

Review of Objectives 

The Superintendent's office is involved in every aspect of the school district. The following 

objectives continue to be the focus of my work this year. 

1. Board Superintendent Relations/Organizational Leadership: Superintendent 

worked collaboratively with the Board to develop a vision for the School District, worked 

collaboratively with the School District administration to ensure best practices for instruction, 

supervision, curriculum development, and management are being utilized and works to influence 

the climate and culture of the School District. 

2. Communication and Community Relations: Superintendent communicated with and 

effectively engaged the staff, the Board and members of the community, clearly articulating the 

School District's goals and priorities, addressing local and broader issues affecting the School 

District, and building support for School District initiatives, programs and short/long-range plans. 

3. Human Resources Management: Superintendent incorporated best practices for 

human resource management and oversight, coordinating staffing, recruitment, and other human 

resource functions. 

4. Student Growth and Achievement: Superintendent used multiple data sources to 

assess student success and growth as appropriate, specific to the needs within the School District 

and as determined periodically in collaboration with the Board. Such sources include 

Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA), Keystone Exams, Pennsylvania Value Added 

Assessment System, STAR, DIBELS, Classroom Diagnostic Tools and other assessment tools. 
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5. District Operations and Financial Management: Superintendent managed 

effectively, ensuring completion of activities associated with the annual budget; overseeing 

distribution of resources in support of the School District priorities; and directing overall 

operational activities within the School District. 

Summary: 

The 2015-2016 school year has proven to be a very challenging one. The issues that result from 

a consistent decline in student emollment continue to challenge us as we move forward. Likewise, the 

persistent uncertainty in state and federal funding also presents and ongoing a challenge. However, 

Pleasant Valley can remain steadfastly proud of the way the Board, the administration and the staff has 

worked to meet these challenges. 

Lastly, as an organization we have made the promotion of a positive school and district 

environment a propriety. This year the district was recognized as one of five Top Workplaces with 

over 500 employees in the Lehigh Valley area by the Morning Call. This honor was a direct result of 

input provided by our staff Additionally, through our traditional and social media sources we have 

been able to provide our community with all of the wonderful things that are happening within the 

school district. From our successes in the classroom, on the fields, on the stage and in our in academic 

competition, there is much to be proud of. Add to that success a student body willing and eager to 

promote HOPE throughout the schools and the community and you have what is needed for a great 

school and a great school district. It is one that I am honored to be a part of. 
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Office of Curriculum and Instruction 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Kenneth V. Newman 

Introduction 

During the 2015-2016 school year, the Office of Curriculum and Instruction continued efforts to 

enhance our district mission of Excellence in Education: A Community Commitment. The curriculum 

department at Pleasant Valley actively works with teachers and administration to improve the learning 

experience for students by providing support for professional development that is related to state 

mandates, curricular needs, student need(s), and teacher need(s). This office also directs and assists with 

the development and design of all curricular programs which are articulated through the Pleasant Valley 

Planned Course Curriculum Guides (PCCG) as well as implementation of the Pleasant Valley School 

District Comprehensive Plan. This office supports various community involvement and outreach 

programs such as "A Night of Unity" Senior Citizens' Dinner Theatre, the Academic Fair, training and 

support for English Language learners and their families, and Diversity Task Force. 

The Office of Curriculum and Instruction is supported by two curriculum supervisors as well as 

district and building level support staff members and teacher curriculum leaders. 

Review of Objective: Student Learning Objectives (SLO's) District-Wide Implementation 

Objective: To increase mathematics scores in all state assessed grade levels. The goal was to 

increase students' scores on the CDT, PSSA, and Keystone assessments. Working with Ms. Liddic we 

reviewed mid—year math data and adjusted the plan as needed. Actions steps included .  nr. Rirromini 

training, classroom coaching, classroom observations, establishing 5 th  grade math morning meetings, 

and 4 th_ -th grade data meetings, as well as continuation of high school morning meetings for Algebra 1. 

CDT progress: 4 t  grade had an average growth of 143 points from the beginning of the year to the end 

of the year, 5 th  grade had an average growth of 103 points, and 6 th  grade had an average growth of 150 

points. Progress on the PSSA and Keystone assessments will be reviewed after receiving the PSSA and 

Keystone results from the state. 
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Summary: 

The 2015-2016 school year has been one of change and reward as we continue to implement the 

PA Core Standards and begin to plan for implementation of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), 

which is the successor law to the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). Working closely with the School 

Board, principals, and fellow administrators on multiple issues and projects that require long-term 

planning and collaboration ensures an effective and efficient operation. The Pleasant Valley 

"Commitment" has been evident throughout the school year in all that the district has accomplished. 

The combination of hard working students, dedicated parents, and staff members, within a very 

supportive community, has generated much success for Pleasant Valley, as well as helped us to see 

where we can look to grow as a district. I am proud and honored to be a part of this community effort 

towards Excellence in Education. 
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Business Management 
Annual Report for 2015-16 

Susan Famularo, Business Manager 
Monica Kotzmann, Administrative Assistant to the Business Manager 

Introduction 

The Business Office is responsible for the financial administration of the Pleasant Valley School District. 

Functions within the business office include budget, payroll, accounts payable, accounts receivable and 

revenues, employee benefits, debt service, insurance, and investments. The Business Office administers 

school district funds, such as the General Fund, the Capital Projects Fund, Food Service Fund, Trust 

Funds; and an Agency fund in which the school district accounts for assets held as an agent for various 

student activities. This annual report summarizes the accomplishments and efforts of the Business 

Manager, Administrative Assistant to the Business Manager and the Business Office staff 

Review of Objectives 

Continuing Objectives:  

The development of a budget that is fiscally responsible to both the students and the taxpayers has been 

completed. The 2016-2017 budget will be the sixth consecutive year at the same millage rate. The PFM 

model was used to develop various scenarios for consideration during the budget process in terms of 

millage scenarios and future events, such as the impact of depleting fund balance vs. gradual, small future 

millage increases. The Finance Committee met regularly to discuss budget development and other issues 

that impact the school district financially and formulated recommendations to the entire School Board. 

The Administrative Assistant to the Business Manager has deepened her knowledge of budget preparation, 

further assisting the Business Manager in the preparation of the annual budget. 

Special Objectives:  

All Internal Revenue Service reports as mandated by the Affordable Care Act (1095) were prepared and 

submitted on a timely basis. The state revised its chart of accounts for financial reporting beginning with 
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the 2014-2015 year. The chart of accounts was reset for the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 years during the 

summer and fall of 2015. All financial reports were prepared, submitted, and accepted using the new chart 

of accounts. Cash flow was carefully monitored during the budget impasse. The school district did not 

need to borrow funds. Kept current with the new uniform grant Guidance and have approved board 

policies to remain in compliance with federal funds, and developed the Uniform Grant Manual for PVSD. 

Improved communications with grant program administrators on federal funds by preparing reports and 

interim meetings. In conjunction with the Director of Support Services, the business office developed a 

plan to allocate existing capital funds for projects within the five year plan. Furthered the use of 

technology in the account ng process to cut down on manual interventions and increase accuracy of 

journal entries. The school district was successfully re-validated as an ACCESS service provider. The 

General Fund and Food Service Fund transfers have been corrected and procedures implemented moving 

forward. The payroll department further automated substitute calling for Custodial staff within AESOP in 

conjunction with the Director of Support Services. 

Summary: 

There were many regulatory mandates imposed on school districts and employers during the 2015-2016 

year. The business office has been able to comply with all new regulations in a timely manner. We 

continue to streamline processes by utilizing technology, but also must assess staffing in light of new 

reporting requirements in order to maintain good fiscal control. The staff has worked very diligently and 

is to be commended for their efforts. 
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Office of the Director of Human Resources 
Annual Report for 2015-16 

John T. Burrus 

Introduction 

The 2015-2016 school year involved a few challenges, a number of opportunities and successes. Each 

challenge, though unique to the human resource office, has enabled me to grow both personally and 

professionally. I have had the opportunity to meet and work with some highly talented individuals who 

taught me a lot about the Right — to — Know guidelines and process. The PVESPA collective bargaining 

agreement led me to develop a more systematic process to be used during future negotiations with not 

only PVESPA, but also PVEA, Confidential Staff, School Security and Police and the Act 93 group. 

Review of Objectives 

Continuing Objective:  

I have attended workshops and training sessions in the areas of document security as outlined in the 

documents received from the Pennsylvania State Police during the summer 2015 audit. Changes in the 

set-up of the human resource office, as well as practices in document handling and security, have been 

implemented to meet the new guidelines. Two courses (Management of Human Resources and Talent 

Management) were taken as part of the DeSales MBA program and have helped to redirect my thought 

process as to the functions of and goals for the human resource office. In addition to the negotiation 

process mentioned earlier, an interview process, including tracking forms, was rolled out in late May in 

preparation for the large number of interviews that will occur prior to the start of the 2016-2017 school 

year. This process will help to ensure that records and documents associated with unsuccessful candidates 

will be purged according to the Records Retention Matrix. The Right — to — Know: 30 day extension letter 

and response letter templates used for most Right — to — Know Requests have been revised to meet the 

guidelines and streamline the process. In addition to working with attorneys from the Bollinger and 

Sweet, Katz, Stevens law firms, I attended a Right — to — Know workshop at the Bucks County 

Intermediate Unit. 

Special Objectives:  

The progress on the electronic employee file has moved forward but did not meet the trial phase. The 

SRC Corporation has now assigned an individual, who works primarily with human resource 

programming, to prepare for the file development/location and the scanning process which will take place 

in July 2016. The scanning process will follow the same format that was just developed and tested for the 

student records platform. The scanning machine, which was purchased earlier in the year to stream line 

other processes in the human resource office, will meet the criteria needed for the scanning of personnel 
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file items into the SRC Human Resource data base. Discussions how to better use and effectively manage 

the documents submitted by applicants through the on-boarding portion will continue and expand to 

include the business office and CSIU programmers with a tentative target date of October 2016. 

To comply with district practices and the records retention policy, additional files have been added to the 

main page of the docushare platform. The files labeled 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 are holding locations for 

an applicant's documents who were either unsuccessful or have been inactive for over one year from the 

date of the application. This is an ongoing and labor intensive process. Several screens for each applicant 

must be viewed in order to determine if the applicant has updated the application since the initial 

submission. The relocation of inactive files also reduces the number of applicants that principals and 

supervisors need to look through during the paper screening process. 

Summary: 

Additional steps are underway to continue the streamlining of the human resource office through 

processes that reduce the handling of paper and interactions with other departments. I continue to work 

with the business office to ensure that areas which span both departments are handled and do not become 

lost or forgotten. From the successes and newly acquired knowledge/skills over the past year, I look 

forward to assisting Pleasant Valley by supporting the other district and building level administrators. 
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Office of the Director of Support Services 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Joshua R. Krebs 

Introduction 

During the 2015-2016 school year, the Office of the Director of Support Services has 

continued in its efforts maintain a safe and effective learning environment for our students and staff 

while providing a facility that can be the community center all in a way that is fiscally responsible. As 

the director of Support Services, I am able to accomplish this goal by working collaboratively with my 

team. This team consists of the Director of Buildings and Grounds, Director of Food Services, 

Network Administrator, Chief of School Police, Child Accounting, and School Nurse Department 

Chair Thanks to the hard work and dedication of these individuals and the teams of staff they lead we 

have been able to continue to make improvements for our students and school community. 

Review of Objectives 

In collaboration with the Director of Buildings and Grounds, Athletics Director, Head of 

Maintenance, and Network Systems Coordinator, we have been able to fully automate the HVAC 

system through the use of School Dude's FSdirect Facilities Use Scheduling System. The idea to 

automate the system began a few years ago as part of the Schneider Performance Contract Phase I. Up 

until this point the system had not been utilized to schedule activities or to control the HVAC system. 

Through several meetings with Schneider Electric and the PVSD team we were able to train all 

necessary staff to manage the facilities request system and develop an implementation plan to replace 

the paper facilities requests. By December the facilities request system was fully operational and the 

HVAC control for before and after school usage was turned over to the system. This project resulted in 

increased savings for the PVSD in lowering energy consumption as identified in the monthly BAS 

reports. Additionally the amount of time for entry of the facility request was reduced significantly and 

there was no longer a need for use of paper or printing. The new system also allows for the community 

to access and submit facility usage requests from any computer with internet access. Overall the 

implementation of this project appears to be highly successful and will continue to benefit the PVSD 

into the future. 

The second major project taken on by the office of the Director of Support Services was to 

move from electronic registration to electronic cumulative student files for all students. This project 

required the collaboration of the Network Systems Coordinator, SIS Data Coordinator, Assistant to the 

Superintendent for Curriculum, and the PVHS Guidance staff. The project began by coordinating 
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efforts between the PVSD and SRC to identify the information to be stored, how to store it, and where 

it would be stored. Since the PVSD has Docushare, through Xerox,the information was determined to 

be stored there in the registration documents section. Coordination with Xerox and Sunguard were also 

particularly challenging since we needed both of their support to develop the process for report cards 

to be housed in the new electronic cumulative student files. To date, each student who has received a 

report card for the 2, and or 3 rd  marking period of the 2015-2016 school year, has an electronic 

cumulative file with those report cards placed in it. All future report cards will also be automatically 

uploaded to the student electronic file for the duration they are registered in the PVSD. A plan that 

includes training and the necessary hardware has also been developed and implemented. Scanning will 

be performed by each building systematically to submit all paper records currently in student 

cumulative files into their electronic cumulative file. This portion of the project will begin over the 

summer 2016 and continue until all students paper files have been scanned and submitted into 

electronic files. 

Summary: 

The 2015-2016 School Year has been an exciting yet challenging school year as I have learned 

many new things in the position of the Director of Support Services position. I have found that my 

team is one of the most valuable assets I have and have worked diligently to develop them as a team of 

leaders with a common vision. I have also learned how large of a role the school board plays in the 

progress of the school district and how important it is to develop strong relationships with them. I have 

also learned the value of strong relationships within the administrative team. 

In addition to working on projects specific to the Office of the Director of Support Services, I 

was able to support the building principals in a variety of ways including performing classroom 

observations. I have also tried to make it a priority to be visible in the school buildings regularly. 

Through the ongoing use of Facebook I have worked to spread the word about the things that make 

Pleasant Valley special. I know there are many things I am leaving out but am hopeful that through the 

actions of myself and my team it is apparent that the Office of Support Services has had an extremely 

productive year that we can all be proud of. 
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Office of the Reading Supervisor 

Annual Report for 2015-16 

Keri I. Ramsay 

Introduction 

The Reading Department at Pleasant Valley experienced much success this year. Kindergarten 

through sixth grade teachers continued to utilize Houghton Mifflin's Journeys as the core reading series. 

Writing became a bigger focus and a screener was piloted by teachers in grades 1 through 6. Teachers in 

grades seven through 12 focused on vocabulary instruction and increasing student engagement. Student 

led discussions were a primary focus at the high school. The Middle School spent the year developing 

students' vocabulary. Pleasant Valley received Keystones to Opportunity grant funding once again. 

Therefore, content area teachers from grades 6 through 12 continued to find ways to incorporate more 

literacy instruction. This year, the KTO target teachers learned about Google Classroom as a way to 

differentiate and increase student engagement. Student engagement remains a primary focus throughout 

the school district. 

This is the third year Houghton Mifflin's Journeys was used consistently in grades K through 6. 

Reading/Classroom teachers were directed to follow the pacing calendar resulting in all grade levels 

completing the program. The teachers and students are accustomed to the pace now. In addition to the 

differentiated spelling lists, teachers used formative assessment to differentiate their vocabulary 

instruction. Coaching at PVE revolved around explicit core instruction and writing this year. A 

comprehension intervention lesson plan was introduced mid-year to PVI teachers. As a result, their 

coaching focused on the intervention lesson. Teachers used the STAR standards report to provide targeted 

standards based interventions this year. As a result, there was much growth from winter to spring. 

The Writing Committee continued its work as well this year. As a result, a screener has been 

chosen and piloted. Student samples have been scored and local norms are being developed. The goal is to 

give the screener to all students in grades 1 through 6 during the 2016-2017 school-year. Teachers were 

trained in Text Dependent Analysis Questioning and Writing this year as well. The students practiced 

using evidence from the text all year in order to respond to questions. Fourth grade celebrated its focus on 

writing with "Authors and Artists Night" at PVI. 

The Pleasant Valley Improvement Project (PVIP) continued in grades k through 8 this year. 

Teachers are using DIBELS Next, STAR, and CDTs to determine which skills their students need to work 

on. Much growth was seen in grades K through 6. The process is still new at the Middle School. This year, 

the goal was to assess the students and gather data. Next year, teachers will be trained on how to use the 

data in their everyday instruction. 
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In year 4 of the Keystones to Opportunity grant, the 6 th  through 12 th  grade social studies and 

science teachers focused on UDL. They learned to use Google Classroom to differentiate and increase 

student engagement. They were supported by the high school technology coach, high school literacy 

coach, middle school literacy coach, and intermediate literacy coach. Many of the KTO teachers created 

SLOs with a focus on writing again. This coordinates well with the district-wide writing initiative. 

The Middle School implemented a PVMS Words to Know program. Department heads reviewed 

the standards for their content area and collaborated to create a list of about 30 words for students to learn. 

Each homeroom was assigned a word for a door decorating activity. The words hung in the halls and 

students were given tickets when teachers or staff heard the words being used. This was a successful 

vocabulary program for the Middle School and it complemented the new Vocabulit program. 

English teachers at the high school focused on student led discussions in their classes. They used 

higher level questioning and thinking skills to engage students. By creating class norms, the teachers set 

the stage for successful discussions. 

Summary: 

The Reading and Language Arts department continues to strive for academic success. Writing is a 

bigger focus than ever. Teachers are collaborating with each other and the building principals continue to 

function as instructional leaders. "Kids" continue to be the focus of all administrators, teachers, and staff 

as we strive for academic excellence in this department. 
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Office of the Math Supervisor 

Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Shavonne Liddic 

Introduction 

During the 2015-2016 school year, the Math Supervisor continued to enhance the mathematics 

program from Kindergarten through twelfth grade. Through collaboration and teamwork between the 

building administrators, teachers, and the math supervisor, Pleasant Valley School District was able to 

mprove mathematical practices throughout the district. 

Review of Objectives 

Objective: To increase mathematics scores in grades 4-6 at PVI. The goal was to increase 

studen s scores on the CDT and PSSA assessments. Working with math teachers, Mrs. Herr, and Mr. 

Palmieri we reviewed CDT data mid—year and adjusted the plan as needed. Actions steps included: 

Dr. Riccomini training, classroom coaching, classroom observations, establishing 5' grade math 

morning meetings, and 4th_6th  grade data meetings. CDT progress: 4' grade had an average growth of 

143 points from the begirming of the year to the end of the year, 5 th  grade had an average growth of 

103 points, and 6 th  grade had an average growth of 150 points. Progress on the PSSA assessment will 

be reviewed upon receiving the PSSA results in July. 

Summary: 

The 2015-2016 school year has been a learning adventure. I started the school year by trying 

to build positive relationships with the teachers and trying to learn the different curriculums for each 

grade level. The main focus at the beginning of the year was to begin shifting the thoughts of math 

mastery from focusing on basic skills to focusing on higher order thinking to solve math problems. By 

the end of the year, many teachers started to understand the difference but it will be something that I 

will continue into next year. 
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PVSD invited Dr. Riccomini to train the PVI staff in math strategies. Through the course of 

his training, the classroom teachers and math specialists learned strategies such as; IWSS Interleave, 

Content Scaffolding, Number Talk, Frayer Model, Fact Fluency, and Error Analysis. The 4th and 5th 

grade math remediation was restructured to include Frayer Models, Number Talks, and Content 

Scaffolding. Additionally at the Intermediate level, the teachers have set up study guides and/or 

homework to incorporate IWSS: Interleave. This year, 5 grade has proven to be challenging. The 5th 

grade made little p ogress on the CDT assessment from the beginning of the year to the middle of the 

year and steps needed to be taken to ensure stronger growth by the end of the year. To that end, I 

observed all of the 5 th  grade math teachers and started meeting with the 5 th  grade math team once a 

week to develop strategies to enhance student learning. 

PVE was also fortunate to have the Fact Fluency training with Dr. Riccomini. The students 

were enthusiastic learners and significantly improved their basic math fact fluency. The Remedial 

Math team at PVE has worked diligently to create homework helpers for parents in first through third 

grade. The homework helpers allow parents to log in to the PVSD website and access their child's 

homework with answers and strategies for solving the problems. We began the MTSS process for 

math at PVE. Additionally, we began looking at a universal screeners and progress monitoring tools 

to use for math in grades 1-3. 

I look forward to working with the administration and staff next year to continue moving the 

math department forward. 
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Office of the Supervisor of Special Education  
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Chery L. Caines 
 

Introduction 

The purpose of this office is to ensure that all exceptional students are properly identified and provided 

with a free and appropriate public education (FAPE) consistent with federal, state and local statutes.  

Inherent in the purpose is to continue to enhance Pleasant Valley School District's ability to provide a 

quality education for all students, yet remain fiscally responsible.  Therefore, it is necessary for the office 

of special education to seek all means to gain additional funding through grants and other local, state and 

federal initiatives.  It is also necessary to pursue and continue staff development to remain knowledgeable 

about promising practices, educational research and to implement new initiatives. 

 

Review of SLO 

Objective:  (working collaboratively with Asst. Special Ed Supervisor-Diane Siani) 

 40% of the identified group of students will increase their scores, as documented using the 

Classroom Diagnostic Tool in Literature, in the Eligible Content Description L.N.1.3.2 

(Summarize the key details and events of a nonfictional text, in part or as a whole.)    

 30% of the identified group of students will increase their scores, as documented using the 

Classroom Diagnostic Tool in Literature, in the Eligible Content Description L.N.2.3.4 

(Summarize the key details and events of a nonfictional text, in part or as a whole.) 

 40% of the identified group of students will increase their scores, as documented using the 

Classroom Diagnostic Tool in Literature, in the Eligible Content Description L.N.2.3.6  (Explain, 

interpret, compare, describe, analyze and/or evaluate point of view in a variety of nonfiction.) 

 30% of the identified group of students will increase their scores, as documented using the 

Classroom Diagnostic Tool in Literature, in the Eligible Content Description L.F.2.2.2  (Compare 

and evaluate the characteristics that distinguish fiction from literary nonfiction.) 

 

The overall group of students included 68 students identified with a disability (grades 11 and 12). (20 of 

the students were not assessed, so their scores are not reported.) At the outset, 48% of the students with 

disabilities scored Proficient or Advanced on the 2015 Keystones in Literature. We drilled down to 28 

students who scored Basic (B) on the Spring Keystone 2015 Assessments. (data attached) 

 

Using the CDT scores to determine achievement of the goal, 3 did not take the Keystones: 2 of the 

students received ELL instruction and were not required to take the CDTs and 1 student had no reportable 
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CDT scores. The end result was that there were 25 students for whom valid scores could be reported and 

monitored.  Although the Spring 2016 Keystone scores were not available at the time of the submission of 

this report, Winter Keystone 2015 scores were used for those students for whom the assessment was 

administered.  Data was collected, using Performance Tracker, as well as beginning of the year (BOY) 

and middle of the year (MOY) CDT data. Additional data was collected via one or more of the following 

ways: informal classroom observations, IEP meetings and student observation.  

 

The purpose of the data was to identify those students with disabilities for whom a recommendation to 

retake the Keystone assessment in Literature, instead of completing a Project-Based Assessment (PBA) in 

order to meet the state graduation requirement. However, in February 2016, Governor Wolf postponed the 

use of both the Keystones and /or the PBAs until the 2018-2019 school year. 

 

The results of this objective are provided via the attached charts; however the results indicate that the 

objective was met at the Proficient level. Results showed the following: Twelve (12) of the twenty-five 

(25) students or 33% who took the Winter Keystones scored Proficient, while 67% scored Basic. All of 

the students, who scored Proficient, also received remediation or small group reading during their learning 

support period. (Only 2 of the Basic students received remediation.)  The CDT scores show that between 

the BOY (ave. 903) and MOY (ave. 945) scores in Informational Text (72% increased their scores), the 

average score increased by almost 10%; while the Literature Text (68% increased their scores) scores 

remained constant between BOY and MOY (ave. for both 855).   

 

Summary: 

The data indicates that despite being identified with a disability, the utilization of good teaching practices 

(direct instruction with modeling of desired behaviors) leads to success for all students. The data indicates 

that the students have a better understanding of concrete or informational text (facts only) and that 

additional time should be dedicated to the students being taught how to make inferences, draw conclusions 

and identify a perspective or cause; especially as we prepare students for post-high school careers where 

the purpose for reading changes whether the students continue in the educational realm or the work force. 

The data also indicates that the students fare better when they are provided with repeated practice of 

previously taught skills. When all of the students who scored Proficient on the Keystones had all received 

intervention and/or small group reading, opportunities to practice, hone and refine skills, proved to 

increase their scores on the state assessments but also their ability to understand inferential text.  
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Office of the Access Coordinator 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Nelia Marcheski 

Introduction 

During the 2015-2016 school year, the Office of the Access Coordinator continued to 

optimize reimbursement through the School Based ACCESS Program (SBAP) on behalf of the 

special education department. 

Review of Objectives 

In an effort to provide the most up-to-date Medical Assistance (MA) and parental consent 

status to special education staff, student records in IEP Plus were updated prior to IEP meetings 

by monitoring the IEP meeting scheduler. To eliminate delays in obtaining the physician's 

review of student IEPs, all case managers were contacted upon review of IEPs with 

discrepancies in dates and/or services. All special transportation attendance logs were updated 

prior to the end of each month and provided to First Student, maintaining a good working 

relationship with the transportation contractor. 

All on-going objectives were met, tracking files were updated timely, students and direct 

service providers were added and/or updated within EasyTrac and speech service logs were 

approved in EasyTrac in a timely matmer. Other services submitted on paper service logs were 

entered into Excel and uploaded into EasyTrac on a monthly basis. All service logs provided by 

our Intermediate Unit in text files were converted into Excel, reviewed and uploaded into 

EasyTrac as well. 

We have maintained a 100% submittal rate for all three quarte s of the Random Moment 

Time Study (RMTS) for contracted staff as well as salaried staff. The quarterly staff pool rosters 

and calendars were submitted prior to the due date. The IEP Ratio was submitted on time as well. 
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The Annual SBAP Regional training session and appropriate webinars provided by the 

vendor, Public Consulting Group (PCG) and the Department of Human Services (DHS) were 

attended. Training for direct service providers including 1 st  Aid/CPR certification for 

paraprofessionals was provided by the Access Coordinator. 

Special Objective 

We obtained our Medical Assistance Provider Revalidation on 2/11/2016 with the next 

revalidation date being 2/11/2021. 

Summary 

Despite the challenges with SBAP changes and the on-going issues related to PCG, 

including their reluctance to work with educational agencies fairly, the DHS Director has been 

making some strides in improving the vendor's service and other improvements in reporting and 

providing more consistent program requirements. 

The Access Coordinator continues to improve processes and efficiency which is vital 

given the increased workload required to properly maintain the program effectively. 
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Coordinator of Child Accounting 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Viola Murphy 

Introduction 

This office coordinates and performs duties related to the recording and reporting 

of student attendance and enrollment data; develops pertinent statistical reporting 

procedures; provides direction for record maintenance necessary for accuracy in 

accounting procedures with regard to student enrollment and attendance which are 

compliant with Pennsylvania School Code and Pennsylvania Department of Education 

requirements or those of other applicable agencies; and performs other related work such 

as the daily operation of student registration. 

Objectives: 

Continuing Objective #1 — Continue to update the Child Accounting Manual as new 

information is disseminated. I have attended the fall and spring Child Accounting 

A/CAPA conferences this school year. While at the conferences I collect various 

information regarding Child Accounting and PIMs and updated our manual as 

appropriate. 

Special Objective #1: - To work with the four Monroe County school districts to develop 

an Inter-District agreement that would enable students to remain in the district they 

currently attend when placed in foster care outside the district of residency where the 

natural parent lives or where they have been attending. This will reduce the disruption to 

the affected student(s) during an already disruptive and emotional time. 

The first preliminary Inter-District agreement has been developed for a Pleasant 

Valley student who was recently placed in foster care in the Pocono Mt. School District, 

and who continued to attend school at Pleasant Valley. Finalization of this agreement is 

imminent. This is the first step for our district towards achieving our goal of an Inter-

District agreement for all the Monroe County schools. I will continue to work towards 
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developing a standardized agreement in the upcoming school year for use by all Monroe 

County School Districts. 

Summary 

The 2015-2016 school year has been very busy and challenging. The state 

continues to change reporting practices which causes the need to constantly verify and re-

verify data prior to and after reporting. I assist in registering new students as well as 

assisting in identifying McKinney Vento families. It has been very rewarding helping 

these families when they come into register. They are very grateful for the assistance and 

guidance we provide at Pleasant Valley for them. Once again I must reiterate the fact that 

I enjoy my job and working in the Pleasant Valley School District, we have a great team 

of Administrators, Professional Staff and Professional Support Persormel. I am PV 

Proud! 
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Office of Technology Services/Pleasant Valley Cyber Academy 
Annual Report for 2015-16 

Lee J. Lesisko 
Introduction: 

This division oversees the operation of the Pleasant Valley Cyber Academy and works 

with educators as needed on technology integration projects and web services. Its function is to 

provide parents and students with a cyber educational alternative, as well as technical resources 

for faculty and staff. This office works closely with school administrators, counselors, educators, 

students, and parents to ensure all stakeholders are successful. 

Review of Objective: 

Objective: "An increased percentage of cyber students completing the orientation 

process at the beginning of 2015-16 as compared to 2014-15 - . Experience has shown that when 

students fully understand the expectations of the PVCA program, they are more successful 

academically. To this end. the 2014-15 student expectations packet was updated during the 

summer of 2015 to precisely explain the expectations and how to navigate the system. The 

packet was designed to make it easier to find information. This objective leads to continuous 

improvement of our PVCA program. 

Data for the 2015-16 SLO was extracted from the Powerschool learning management 

system database. The 2014-15 and 2015-16 student orientation data was examined for 

commonalities and differences. The timeframe for the objective spanned marking period one and 

the analysis occurred during marking period two. 

The revised 12 page expectations document provides more detailed and organized 

information for how to locate information and online resources, including the online orientation 

program. This support will help students make informed decisions and good choices about 

learning online, which may lead to greater success and higher grades throughout the school year. 

Areas of improvement included: information regarding the welcome letter, student orientation, 

parent orientation, communication, parent/student responsibilities, socialization, networking 

meetings, Individualized Learning Plans, homeroom, daily attendance, modules, due dates, 

completing assignments, submitting assignments, Keystone Exams, and how to access the online 

orientation program. 

The hypothesis for this objective is that by updating the expectation packet, it will better 

communicate what students need to do in order to be a successful cyber student. To this end, the 
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percentage of students who completed orientation last year as compared to the percentage of 

completers this year was examined. The rationale for addressing this issue is to assist students in 

being better prepared for online learning. This will eliminate or reduce the transient population 

of students to and from cyber, and those returning to the physical building because of low grades. 

The expected results of this SLO is that a greater percentage of students will complete the 

orientation process in 2015-16 than in 2014-15 as identified below: 

Level Principal Expec a ion Crt eri 
Distinguished 16% or above increase in students during 2015-16 over 2014-15. 
Proficient 12 to 15.9% increase in students during 2015-16 over 2014-15. 
Improvement 8 to 11.9% increase in students during 2015-16 over 2014-15. 
Failing 0 to 7.9% increase in students during 2015-16 over 2014-15. 

This SLO Supports the 2015-16 school district goals and the following domain 

components: Domain 1B: Uses data for informed decision making and Domain 1D: Leads 

change efforts for continuous improvement. 

The number of students who successfully completed the orientation program during the 

2014-15 school year was 36 students. In 2015-16, the number of completers was 41 students. 

Thus, 41(15-16) — 36(14-15) = 5 students and 5/41 = 0.1219512 or 12.2% Principal Expectation. 

Although the data shows that student completers did increase over 12% from the previous year, it 

must be noted that other factors not examined in this SLO could have also impacted the number 

of orientation completers. 

Summary: 

Since the start of the year I have been working with staff members on website posts, 

revisions, and to solve technical issues. Furthermore, I routinely answer and/or forward 

informational requests from community stakeholders and students to the appropriate 

department/division. 

When requested, faculty and staff were supported in the use of technology resources, 

related materials, or information to support the integration of curriculum. Prior to the beginning 

of the school year, technology professional development courses were offered and well attended 

by faculty and staff In early fall, social media, Internet safety and Google Docs courses were 

offered to community members to sharpen their skills. The 2015-16 sChool year was both busy 

and productive. The 2016-17 academic year will certainly bring new challenges as we continue 

to implement the goals and objectives of the school district. 
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Office of the Network Administrator 
Annual Report for 2015-16 

Alex Sterenchock 

Introduction: 

The members of the PVSD Technology Systems Depart ent are Alex Sterenchock, 

Network Administrator; Elke Reeves, Mike Walters and Chuck Tomori, Technicians. These 

individuals provide technology support for the students, staff, and community members within 

our school district. 

The department s responsibilities involve many activities, which include the installation, 

maintenance, and configuration of computers, printers, software applicat ons. and related 

resources in order to support the academic programs throughout the school district. In addition, 

an integrated telecommunications/network infrastructure is supported to provide online services 

and distance learning capabilities, as well as file and print services. Technology training for 

teachers, administ ators, and other staff is routinely provided, and modeling technology lessons 

also occur. 

Review of Objectives 

Continuing Objective: 

My first continuing objective is to develop a 5 year plan of major technology hardware and 

software. This will include servers, back-up devices, maintenance contracts, software as well as 

any other non-leased technology hardware. I met with Mr. Krebs, Mr. Newman, Mrs. Ramsay, 

Mrs. Liddic and every building principal to discuss the hardware and software used by the 

district and came up with a timeline of replacement. As part of this plan, we replaced the Cisco 

Voice Over IP phone servers, E911 server and voicemail server while adding an E911 and 

voicemail server to PVE for redundancy on that side of the district. 
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Special Objectives: 

My special objective was to implement NowDocs Print service for submitting print requests to 

the Print Center through a web portal. I worked with Jan Whiteman at the Print Center to build 

up the supplies list and initial set up of the application. The deployment was set back due to 

training conflicts and difficulty working with in the application. Most of the setup is completed 

and I'm looking to roll out the application next school year after the appropriate training, 

documentation and testing is completed. 

Summary: 

This school year was very successful. The PVSD Technology Systems Department was 

able to upgrade the phone system and add redundancy, which was originally limited to phone 

server but not the E911 and voicemail. We continued to add Google ChromeBooks through 

various grants and district funds. This allowed the students to have greater access to these 

wonderful devices as well as provided teachers with a greater opportunity to use more 

technology in their day to day instruction. I want to thank all of the building level technology 

coordinators (Tim McCutchan, Terry McDermott, Sean Crosby, Michele Herrmann, and Christie 

Doll) for their assistance with all of the technological needs of their respective buildings. 

I'd also like to thank Elke Reeves, Mike Walters, and Chuck Tomori, for all of their hard 

work and dedication not only to the technology department but to the school district as well. 

Their efforts are greatly appreciated. They should all be commended on a job very well done. 
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Office of the Principal 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

John J. Gress 
Introduction  

The High School Principal's role is to provide leadership for the instructional program 

and to supervise the management of those activities which contribute to the effectiveness of the 

total educational program. The principal oversees comprehensive programs that offer students 

options to pursue college and university degrees, careers, vocations, military, curricular activities 

and interscholastic athletic and co-curricular competition. 

Review of Objective  

Objective: To reinforce and enhance Algebra Skills of those students who were not 

proficient on the p eviously taken Keystone Algebra Exam. In collaboration working together 

with math teachers, Ms. Shavonne Liddic, and Department Chair student progress was reviewed 

and monitored. Keystone exam and CDT tests were administered. Upon review adjustments to 

the staffing for Enhancement courses were made. Action steps included: classroom 

observations, Algebra meetings, data analysis, classroom walkthroughs, scheduling of teachers 

and students, continuation of afterschool math lab, and homework initiative. Progress will be 

reviewed upon the Keystone results in July. 

Summary:  

The 2015-2016 school year, was rewarding in light of student learning, achievement and 

engagement. The building vision promoting a positive approach continued with the HOPE 

initiative and staff and student appreciation activities. Teachers continued to initiate and 

reinforce questioning, discussion and engagement strategies in all areas. Additionally, staff 
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worked to provide students with the necessary reinforcement in preparation for the Keystone 

exams. 

The high school administrative team completed building level observations and 

evaluations. All teacher Student Learning Objectives (SLO's) were competed by staff. The 2016- 

2017 Program of Studies was approved with an additional AP course in Psychology. Advanced 

Placement course enrollment and performance continues to increase. The scheduling process for 

the 2016-2017 school year was successfully completed. Students and staff received their 

schedules prior to the end of the school year. 

The year ended with a dignified and outstanding graduation ceremony with 

approximately 85% of students going on to post-secondary education, seventeen into the military 

and others into the world of work. Over 3.6 million dollars in scholarships were awarded. We are 

all PV proud of our students and wishing them success in the future. Additionally, students 

demonstrated outstanding performances in many areas including: Honor Societies, State and 

National FBLA and MCTI and Science. Outstanding performance by the Band, Chorus, Drama, 

Musical, Art, and many more. Awards recognition ceremonies were held for Co-curricular, 

Academic, Athletic and Performing and Visual Arts. 

We are equally proud of an outstanding staff. Thank you to the entire staff for their hard 

work and dedication in making this an extremely successful year. 
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Office of the Principal of PV Middle School 
Annual Report for 2015-16 

Rocco T. Seiler 

Introduction:  

The PV Middle School (PVMS) houses grades seven and eight. Instruction is provided by 

three (3) teams of teachers for each grade. My position oversees and supervises the school's 

instructional procedures, operations, and helps ensure the safety of the students, staff, and facilities. 

This was my third year as the PVMS Principal. I have been in the district for 19 years and 

during my first 9 years I was a teacher in the middle school. I have had the wonderful privilege to be 

the Principal of this wonderful building and fantastic faculty and staff. 

Review of Objectives:  

My SLO objectives are for all 7 th  grade s udents to increase a minimum of 30 points from the 

beginning of year CDT to the end of year CDT, specifically on Statistics and Probability and for all 

8th grade students to increase a minimum of 30 points from the beginning of year CDT to the end of 

year CDT, specifically on Measurement, Data, and Probability concepts. 

Also, 40% of 7th grade students will eam proficient or advanced status on the standard 

M07.D-S.1 (Statistics and Probability-Demonstrate understanding of statistical variability by 

summarizing and describing distributions) and 40% of 8 th  grade students will earn proficient or 

advanced status on the standard M08.C-G.2 (Geometry-Solve real-world and mathematical problems 

involving angle measure, circumference, area, surface area, and volume) on the PSSA. 

Summary:  

Through the participation of the Department Chair, Building Administrators, and the K-12 

Math Supervisor, the progress of Data Analysis and Instructional planning has taken a new form at 

PVMS. 7-8 grade Math teachers have taken ownership of the data and have started designing ways 

to teach these concepts more effectively in the regular math classroom and also in the other 
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disciplines as well as using the W.I.N. period. Math teachers' SLOs focused on these areas of 

concern. 

Other than my specific SLOss, we also improved our instruction in all departments with the 

focus on vocabulary instruction and text dependent analysis. 

Outside of instruction we also held our first Mini-THON, which was a huge success. We had 

the Monroe County Spelling Bee champion for the second year in a row and for the first time, we 

had a 7 th  grade student place 3 rd  in the State Computer Fair competition. 

I feel that we had a very successful school year. I continue to learn and grow every year as 

principal. I will continue to foster the positive changes that we put into place during my first year as 

principal. Our faculty, staff and students continue to be positive which has made learning more 

enjoyable for everyone. 

I am grateful for the opportunity that I have had as principal of the middle school. I will 

continue to develop personally so that I can help move our school in the right direction both in 

instruction and climate. 

I look forward to the 2016-17 school year as we continue to meet the educational needs of 

our students and to spread positivity throughout our PVMS community. As always, "Positive IS 

Powerful" 
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Office of the Principal Pleasant Valley Intermediate School 
Annual Report for 2015-16 

Cassandra M. Herr 

Introduction 

During the 2015 — 2016 school year. Pleasant Valley Intermediate School welcomed approximately 

1,020 students from fourth to sixth grade and 196 professional and support staff members on daily basis. 

Interim Principal, Mrs. Barbara Bradley, Dean of Students, Mrs. Kelli George. and I worked collaboratively 

with our dedicated staff members to ensure that Pleasant Valley Intermediate was a safe, positive, supportive, 

and rigorous learning environment for our students. 

Pleasant Valley Intermediate administration ensured that students and staff had a safe environment to 

work and learn, provided support and instructional leadership, listened to feedback from all stakeholders, 

responsibly managed the building budget, involved parents and community members in numerous events and 

activities, provided positive behavior support, and worked diligently to support district goals. The Pleasant 

Valley Intermediate SHARE Team was able to assist students that were struggling by providing support and 

inviting parents to be part of the SHARE process. 

Pleasant Valley Intermediate worked diligently to improve academic achievement in all subject areas. 

Specifically, we worked closely with Mrs. Ramsay to deliver intense professional development for Text 

Dependent Analysis. In addition, Mrs. Hagerman, Literacy Coach helped to support a new comprehension 

lesson plan template which focused groups based on standards. Much success and growth was seen as a result 

of these efforts, which was evident in the end of year STAR data. A writing screener was piloted this year by 

the Writing Committee in order to establish local norms; we look forward to extending this into all classes next 

year. In the area of Mathematics, PVI worked closely with Math Supervisor, Mrs. Liddic. Professional 

development was provided by Dr. Riccomini throughout the year and provided various strategies for 

supporting students. In addition, PVI implemented a daily fact fluency program. Mrs. Liddic worked closely 

with teachers and administration to analyze data throughout the year, including benchmark CDT data and 

utilized those results to inform instruction. Social studies and science continued to be implemented across the 

curriculum and students had numerous opportunities for engaging labs and geographical study utilizing 

Chromebooks. We will continue to focus on delivering a rigorous curriculum which will prepare our 21 st  

century learners to compete globally. 

Overview of Principal Student Learning Objective (SLO): 

Upon review of benchmark and PSSA data, the need for an increase in Mathematics was evident. This 

year, Mrs. Liddic, Mr. Palmeri, and I focused increasing CDT and PSSA scores for our SLO. In regards to the 

CDT, goals were set for the fourth grade average to increase a minimum of 60 points, the fifth grade average to 

increase a minimum of 25 points, and the sixth grade average to increase a minimum of 70 points. Teachers 

and students alike worked diligently throughout the year and the end of year CDT data supports this. Overall, 
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the fourth grade average increased by 143 points, fifth grade by 103 points, and sixth grade by 150 points. For 

the PSSA test, goals were set for 40 percent of fourth grade students to earn proficient or advanced on 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking. Forty percent of fifth grade students will earn proficient or advanced 

status on Measurement and Data, specifically Geometric Measurement. The goal for sixth grade is for 35 

percent of students to earn proficient or advanced status on Statistics and Probability. PSSA goals and success 

will be examined upon the release of scores from PDE in July. 

Summary: 

The main goal at Pleasant Valley Intermediate was to focus on, support, and challenge our students 

with a rigorous curriculum daily. Our students were welcomed each day into a positive school culture with 

teachers and staff members who encouraged their love of leaming and worked diligently to improve student 

achievement in all subject areas. As we welcome our new Assistant Principal, Mr. Mark Boos, I am confident 

that we will continue to inspire all students toward physical, intellectual, emotional, and social growth as 

lifelong learners. 

The Pleasant Valley Intermediate PTO has dedicated countless hours to numerous events. The Basket 

Raffle, held in conjunction with PVMS, was an outstanding event with generous donations from many local 

businesses. The PTO also made several book fairs, the annual Bear Walk, and student dances a success. 

Moreover. the PTO purchased Field Day shirts for all students and staff members. For the 2016- 2017 school 

year, school supplies will be provided for our students. We are thankful for all the PTO does to support PVI 

and we look forward to a continued partnership. 

Pleasant Valley Intermediate students are talented in many areas and had the opportunity to share their 

talents in various capacities. Fourth, fifth, and sixth grade chorus students each had a concert at the end of the 

school year. Under the direction of Mrs. Nadine Snyder, students sounded lovely and even debuted the PVI 

School Song. Our beginning and intermediate band students, under the direction of Mr. Steve Bitto and Mr. 

Ron Bielecki, performed for family and friends during their end of the year band concert. The drama 

performed this year at PVI was The Lion King Jr. and each of the three performances boasted a full audience! 

Students did an amazing job and were under the leadership of Mrs. Nadine Snyder, Mrs. Sandy Stone. and 

Mrs. Crystal Hicks. The drama was magnificent and we thank all of the volunteers for their help and support 

throughout the rehearsals and performances. It is an absolute pleasure and honor to be the principal of Pleasant 

Valley Intermediate School; I look forward to many wonderful years leading such amazing students and 

talented staff. 
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Office of the Principal Pleasant Valley Elementary School 
Annual Report for 2015-16 

Erica L. Greer 

Introduction 

At Pleasant Valley Elementary School we welcome approximately 1250 students from 

Kindergarten through 3rd grade and 175 professional and support staff members daily. This year was the 

20 th  Anniversary of the building being open to the Pleasant Valley community. Assistant Principal Mr. 

Pomposello, Dean of Students Ms. Rudawski, and I have been honored to lead the hard working students, 

dedicated staff, and diligent families that encompass our school community. PVE is a thriving school 

community that continues to bloom and evolve each day. 

The roles and responsibilities of the Pleasant Valley Elementary Principal aligned with the 

Pleasant Valley School District goals and five year planning process including; providing support and 

instructional leadership to all staff, coordinating student activities and field trips that are aligned with the 

curriculum and fiscally responsible, ensuring student and staff health and safety, communicating with the 

school community to provide help, guidance and support, monitoring attendance and student behavior. 

This year we are proud to have trained and established the PVE SHARE Team with 13 staff members to 

support the social and emotional needs of our students. The SHARE process is now offered in all grades 

K-12. 

Pleasant Valley Elementary continues to show progress and tremendous growth when completing 

benchmark, quarterly, and local assessments as we proceed through the school year in the academic areas 

of English Language Arts and Math. We piloted a writing screener with the help of Reading Supervisor 

Ms. Keri Ramsay and the Writing Committee. In addition, we are in the process of expanding Daily 5 into 

more classrooms at PVE with the work of Literacy Coach Ms. Susan Price. This school year we worked 

with Dr. Paul Riccomini from Penn State University to implement daily fact fluency practice and teacher 

training in the area of mathematics instruction. The staff, students, and families are dedicated to setting 

and reaching high expectations for performance and success in all academic areas for all our students. 

Overview of Principal Student Learning Objective (SLO): 

After reviewing the DIBELS Next Assessment results for the last five years data teams break 

down the Phoneme Segmentation Probe (PSF) as part of data analysis and instructional planning. 

Kindergarten students struggled to meet the goal of identifying 2/3 sound words and first grade students 

struggled to identify 4/5 sound words accurately. This also affects students' ability to build the phonemic 

awareness and phonics skills which are the building blocks of becoming a successful reader. 
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Throughout the 2015-2016 school year the Student Learning Objective of the PVE Principal and 

Assistant Principal was 100% kindergarten students will identify 26/26 letter sounds and 90% of first 

grade students will recognize 4/5 sounds in multisyllabic words on the EOY benchmark assessment. 

We met this goal at End of Year benchmarking for the first time. On the end of year benchmark, 

98% (274/280) of Kindergarten students met the goal of identifying words with 2/3 sounds and 96% 

(269/280) of students were able to identify 26/26 letter names and letter sounds. First grade were able to 

maintain the 2/3 sound words at 96% but continue to need to work on progress with 4/5 sound words. We 

will continue to work on this moving forward in first grade. The overall the success of this SLO goes to 

the hard work of the students and teamwork between teachers and administrators to find the necessary 

resources to provide the best learning opportunities for our children. 

Summary: 

Pleasant Valley Elementary School staff focused on our -Great Kids" each day. We successfully 

implemented significant changes in the Math Curriculum in Grades K-3 while sustaining and encouraging 

a positive school culture of high expectations for student growth and achievement. I am confident we will 

continue to meet our students' academic, social and emotional development through staff development 

and explicit, systematic, and data informed instruction. 

Our parent/guardian involvement at PVE continues to grow due to the leadership and dedication of 

our PTO President Michelle Westerman, Volunteer Coordinator Ashley Barney, PTO board members. 

PVE staff members Mr. Chris Becker and Ms. Valerie Rudawski held ongoing trainings to encourage 

parents/guardians to become Board Approved Volunteers and invest their time in our school. Our 

outstanding volunteer program and family support was a great success and highlight of what makes 

Pleasant Valley Elementary a wonderful school. The PTO worked hand in hand with the staff to provide 

and support instruction and activities throughout the entire school year. We were able to honor our 200 

volunteers at our "Good News -  School Board Presentation in March 2016 the end of year Volunteer 

Celebration in May. 

Finally, this year PVE hosted our first Third Grade Chorus lead by staff members Ms. Amy 

Boligitz and Ms. Desiree Murray. Over 85 students participated in either the Fall or Spring Chorus groups. 

The group performed at the Aimual PVE Tree Lighting, PVSD Academic Fair, local nursing homes and 

held their Spring Concert on Thursday, May 26 th . This is just one example of the diverse after school 

activities available to our students and school community. I am truly proud of all the wonderful 

accomplishments that our students, staff, and volunteers have received within our school and local 

community. 
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Office of the Director of Buildings and Grounds 
Travis C. Serfass, LEED GA 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Introduction 

The Buildings and Grounds Department mission is to maintain a safe and comfortable 

school environment through skill, knowledge, and dedication. The current Buildings and Grounds 

Department crew consists of 9 technicians, and the Head of Maintenance, however with the 

addition of new sports, year round use of Polk and Chestnuthill Elementary Schools, and a 

constant strive to improve the physical appearance of the district, three additional members will be 

added to the crew in the summer of 2016. The Maintenance Department currently maintains nearly 

1 million square feet of school buildings, and just over 1 thousand acres of district owned property. 

The crew also maintains multiple baseball, softball, field hockey, lacrosse, and football fields; 

some of which are natural grass and artificial turf The Pleasant Valley Buildings and Grounds 

Department has worked hard to keep up with the needs of the facilities, and it has become apparent 

that the district facilities are aging and thus require more maintenance to keep them operational for 

the students and staff. To develop and maintain the high standards of the school district many 

building assessments have been taking place during the current school year to identify areas of 

weakness and prioritize future projects and repairs, which will help the district budget accordingly 

to keep up with the needs of our facilities. 

Review of Objectives 

Continuing Objective:  

Upon beginning my role in the district as Director of Buildings and Grounds a need 

for the facility drawings (blue prints) to be digitized became apparent. Working closely 

with the Director of Support Services, we organized the necessary drawings, some dating 

back to 1926, to be scanned off-site by a qualified vendor and digitally organized by school 

and project. Having this information in digital format will greatly increase productivity, 

vendor communication, and reduce potential mistakes on future projects. 

Special Objectives:  

Another area of concern was the vehicle and large equipment maintenance of the 

department. Currently the department has fleet of light and heavy duty trucks, mowers, tractors, 
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and ATVs. A vehicle maintenance schedule and tracking sheet was created, which includes all 

maintenance, repairs, and inspections scheduled for the year in advance, or based on current 

mileage. Each member of the crew is responsible for reporting the mileage to the Operations 

Office Secretary for each vehicle at the beginning the month. In addition to vehicle maintenance I 

have also implemented a vehicle cleaning program which included installing a pressure washer in 

the maintenance shed area, as well as random vehicle cleanliness inspections. Each member of the 

crew dates and initials a sheet when they cleaned their vehicle. 

Summary: 

Throughout my last 9 months working for the district I have implemented a monthly walk-

through of each building with the building principal, or the director the Growing Place at Polk and 

Chestnuthill. This has helped the department keep up with the needs of each location and allows a 

steady workload rather than a buildup of repair requests. It also keeps principals, custodians, and 

myself familiar with the building and potential problems. I have also provided additional custodial 

staff supervision. I have been meeting with vendors to evaluate equipment and chemical cleaning 

needs, evaluating custodians, dealing with personnel issues, researching custodial training 

programs, and promoting close coordination between the custodial and maintenance departments. 

In additional, I have also gotten the Transportation Facility back within PADEP regulations, in 

regards to the underground fuel storage tanks, achieved Class A Operator Status, and trained all 

associated personnel to be Class C Operators on the fuel tanks. Working closely with all support 

staff departments on various projects has been vital in the smooth and efficient operation of our 

schools, and promotes good working relationships with all involved. The Pleasant Valley 

Maintenance Department will continue to elevate the district's facilities and maintain an enjoyable, 

comfortable learning environment, set within a beautiful rural campus. My annual report discussed 

two objectives, however I feel many other objectives are being set or met each day within this 

department which will improve the overall efficiency of the department, maintain taxpayer 

investments, and most importantly produce a clean, safe, comfortable learning environment for 

students. 
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Office of Director of Food Services 
Annual Report for 2015-2016 

Beverly Hendricks 

Introduction 

The Food Service Department throughout the 2015-2016 school year, as a partner with 

education, is committed to provide the students, faculty and staff a variety of nutritious options in an 

environment that promotes healthy choices and wellness. We support learning by encouraging 

everyone to eat breakfast and lunch that are in compliance with the National School Lunch Program, 

HHFKA-Healthy Hunger Free Kids Act and Smart Snack Standards. Our meals include a variety of 

fresh fruits, vegetables, grains, proteins and milk. 

We follow the rules and regulations that are set from the Pennsylvania Department of 

Education (PDE) Food and Nutrition Division and the U.S.D.A. We have unannounced inspections by 

the Department of Agriculture. Our Staff in the four schools take a lot of pride and making sure we 

are serving food safely in a clean facility daily. Every three years we are under audit by PDE 

evaluating the total food service operation from Menu Planning, Application Processing, Meal Pricing, 

and Menu/Production to ensure we are in compliance with the regulations to receive Federal funding. 

The Food Service Department daily serves breakfast and lunch to students, faculty and staff, 

caters special functions from coffee services up to large athletic banquets, award programs and the 

Senior Dinner. We support professional associations with breakfast & lunches, field trips, and other 

various functions. We make birthday baskets for parents to purchase for students from kindergarten 

through sixth grades. 

Review of Objectives 

My Continuing Objective includes connecting the Pleasant Valley Food Services with students, 

building Principals and parents to make improvements to the quality of the service provided by the 

Pleasant Valley School District. To achieve this objective we hosted monthly meetings with the 

building Principals and PVLA (Pleasant Valley Lunch Association). With building Principals I 

attended Pac Meetings connecting parents with the Food Service Department. I also participated in 

welcoming prospective Kindergarten students from The Growing Place to Pleasant Valley through 

reading them a book and explaining how the Food Service operation works. Kindergarten night was 

also another evening event where information was available on the Cafeteria and answered questions, 

parents had regarding the meals we provide. 
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My Special Objective was to develop an on-line training manual for Food Service employees 

to utilize in accordance with the new Professional Standards that is now mandatory for Food Service 

employees in school districts. These guidelines and allotted hours are set from PDE to ensure all 

Food Service employees are trained. The goal was to create a centralized location that was accessible 

for staff to locate and view the training. Once trained employees would then receive a certificate 

stating the training they received. This training site would also then work for new employees, subs or 

refresher training sessions. Each module was allotted a certain amount of time that equaled credit for 

training and then it is tracked in PrimeroEdge. Training is tracked in PrimeroEdge because it is 

reviewed during the CRE review and is part of the audit process. We will currently offer this training 

following the opening day training. 

Summary: 

The 2015-2016 school year was very productive with creating new connections with groups, 

students, Principals and The Growing Place. These new and continuing connections will strengthen as 

each year starts and closes. As everyone knows a hungry child cannot learn to their full potential. The 

Food Service Department is an integral part of the education process. It is and will always continue to 

be our goal to serve the students at Pleasant Valley healthy nutritious meals to fuel successful minds. 

Lastly, I am proud to be a part of a team that works together to promote successful students 

that are the future of America. We are here for the kids and connecting with them is the first step to 

make it a successful program. 
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